**EMILY WINDSNAP AND THE MONSTER FROM THE DEEP**  
By Liz Kessler  
JBCD Kessler  
Reunited with her merman father and now living on an island located in the Bermuda Triangle, twelve-year-old Emily accidentally awakens the fearsome kraken and also faces a bully from her past.

**MOON RISING**  
By Tui Sutherland  
JBCD Sutherland  
The war between the tribes is finally over, and now the dragonets of the prophecy have a plan for lasting peace: Jade Mountain Academy, a school that will gather dragonets from all the tribes and teach them to live together, perhaps even as friends. Moonwatcher isn’t sure how she feels about school, however.

**THE LAST HUMAN**  
By Lee Bacon  
JBCD Bacon  
After machines take control of Earth, following the extinction of humans, twelve-year-old robot XR 935A confronts its prejudices about humans and begins to reconsider its own existence within robot society after discovering and befriending a twelve-year-old human girl.

**DRAGON FIRE**  
By Lisa McMann  
JBCD McMann  
The people of Artimé have turned against the Stowe family, and everyone is at war. Aaron and his allies are captured while Fifer is left exposed to mortal danger. Thisbe and the team of black-eyed children from Grimere journey to Artimé to help, leaving Dev behind to fend for himself against Revinir. When things are at their bleakest and everything is on the line, Fifer is forced to make a decision that could change her destiny forever.

**THE COPPER GAUNTLET: MAGISTERIUM SERIES, BOOK 2**  
By Holly Black  
JBCD Black  
From Holly Black and Cassandra Clare comes the second installment in the New York Times bestselling series that defies what you think you know about the worlds of good and evil.

**FRINDLE**  
By Andrew Clements  
JBCD Clements  
When he decides to turn his fifth grade teacher’s love of the dictionary around on her, clever Nick Allen invents a new word and begins a chain of events that quickly moves beyond his control.

**THE ISLE OF THE LOST**  
By Melissa De La Cruz  
JBCD De La Cruz  
Imprisoned on the Isle of the Lost, the teenaged children of Disney’s most evil villains search for a dragon’s eye—the key to true darkness and the villains’ only hope of escape.

**CAPE**  
By Kate Hannigan  
JBCD Hannigan  
Josie O’Malley does a lot to help out Mam after her father goes off to fight the Nazis, but she wishes she could do more, like all those caped heroes who now seem to have disappeared.

**RAPUNZEL AND THE LOST LAGOON**  
By Lelia Howland  
JBCD Howland  
Join Rapunzel and her lady-in-waiting Cassandra on a new adventure filled with friendship and fun! This beautiful middle grade novel tells an original story set in the world of the Disney Channel show Tangled the Series.

**THE ARK PLAN**  
By Laura Martin  
JBCD Martin  
For use in schools and libraries only. One hundred years ago the first dinosaurs were cloned and they replaced humans at the top of the food chain. Fifty years ago Sky
Mundy’s father disappeared without a trace. Today, Sky has stumble upon a clue that points to the surface.

**HELP! I’M STUCK IN A GIANT NOSTRIL**
By Nancy Krulik
JBCD Krulik
George’s fourth-grade field trip to the science museum is ruined by one magic burp after another, causing him to wreak havoc on the exhibits and lose a bet to a classmate.

**NUMBER THE STARS**
By Lois Lowry
JBCD Lowry
This Newbery Medal Book describes how a ten-year-old Danish girl’s bravery is tested when her best friend is threatened by Nazis in 1943.

**MY BIG FAT ZOMBIE GOLDFISH**
By Mo O’Hara
JBCD O’Hara
When Tom’s big brother decides to become an Evil Scientist, his first experiment involves dunking Frankie the goldfish into toxic green gunk. Tom knows that there is only one thing to do: Zap the fish with a battery and bring him back to life! But there’s something weird about the new Frankie. He’s now a big fat zombie goldfish with hypnotic powers and he’s out for revenge!

**THE CASE OF THE TIME-CAPSULE BANDIT**
By Octavia Spencer
JBCD Spencer
Twelve-year-old Randi, unhappy about moving from Brooklyn to Deer Creek, Tennessee, after her mother’s death, soon finds new friends and a case to solve surrounding a stolen time capsule and rumors of a centuries-old treasure.

**SOOF**
By Sarah Weeks
JBCD Weeks
All her life, Aurora and her family have believed in soof, which means "love," or so says family friend Heidi’s mother. When luck is nowhere to be found, will love be good enough for Aurora?

**MAGGIE & ABBY’S NEVERENDING PILLOW FORT**
By Will Taylor
JBCD Taylor
Maggie and her best friend Abby have each made their own pillow forts. And when Maggie discovers that a pillow in the back of her fort mysteriously leads right into Abby’s, they are suddenly just an arm’s length away. But their little fort network isn’t the first to exist.